Abstract. We present, in the simplest possible form, the so called martingale problem strategy to establish limit theorems. The presentation is specially adapted to problems arising in partially hyperbolic dynamical systems. We will discuss a simple partially hyperbolic example with fast-slow variables and use the martingale method to prove an averaging theorem and study fluctuations from the average. The emphasis is on ideas rather than on results. Also, no effort whatsoever is done to review the vast literature of the field.
Introduction
In this note 1 we purport to explain in the simplest possible terms a strategy to investigate the statistical properties of dynamical systems put forward by Dmitry Dolgopyat [3] . It should be remarked that Dolgopyat has adapted to the field of Dynamical Systems a scheme developed by Srinivasa Varadhan and collaborators first for the study of stochastic process arising from a diffusion [11] , then for the study of limit theorems (e.g. the hydrodynamics limit), starting with the pioneering [7] , and large deviations, e.g. [4] . The adaptation is highly non trivial as in the case of Dynamical Systems two basic tools commonly used in probability (conditioning and Itō calculus) are missing. The lesson of Dolgopyat is that such tools can be recovered nevertheless, provided one looks at the problem in the right way.
Rather than making an abstract exposition, we prefer and hands-on presentation. Hence, we will illustrate the method by discussing a super simple (but highly non trivial) example.
The presentation is especially aimed at readers in the field of Dynamical Systems. Thus probabilists could find the exposition at times excessively detailed and/or redundant and other times a bit too fast.
Fast-Slow partially hyperbolic systems.
We are interested in studying fast-slow systems in which the fast variable undergoes a strongly chaotic motion. Namely, let M, S be two compact Riemannian manifolds, let X = M × S be the configuration space of our systems and let m Leb be the Riemannian measure. For simplicity, we consider only the case in which S = T d for some d ∈ N. We consider a map F 0 ∈ C r (X, X), r ≥ 3, defined by
where the maps f (·, θ) are uniformly hyperbolic for every θ. If we consider a small perturbation of F 0 we note that the perturbation of f still yields, by structural stability, a uniformly hyperbolic system, thus such a perturbation can be subsumed in the original maps. Hence, it suffices to study families of maps of the form F ε (x, θ) = (f (x, θ), θ + εω(x, θ)) with ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ), for some ε 0 small enough, and ω ∈ C r . Such systems are called fast-slow, since the variable θ, the slow variable, needs a time at least ε −1 to change substantially. The basic question is what are the statistical properties of F ε ?
The answer to such a question is at the end of a long road that starts with the attempt of understanding the dynamics for times of order ε −1 . In this note we will concentrate on such a preliminary problem and will describe how to overcome the first obstacles along the path we would like to walk.
1.2. The unperturbed system: ε = 0. The statistical properties of the system are well understood in the case ε = 0. In such a case θ is an invariant of the motion, while for every θ the map f (·, θ) has strong statistical properties. We will need such properties in the following discussion 1 A first, preliminary, version of this note was prepared originally by the second author for a mini course at the conference Beyond Uniform Hyperbolicity in Bedlewo, Poland, held at the end of May 2013, to which, ultimately, he could not attend. The note was then extended and presented during the semester Hyperbolic dynamics, large deviations and fluctuations held at the Bernoulli Centre, Lausanne, January-June 2013.
which will be predicated on the idea that, for times long but much shorter than ε −1 , on the one hand θ remains almost constant, while, on the other hand, its change depends essentially on the behavior of an ergodic sum with respect to a fixed dynamics f (·, θ). Let us list the properties that we will need, and use, in the following.
(1) the maps f (·, θ) admit a unique SRB (Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen) measure m θ .
(2) the measure m θ , when seen as elements of C 1 (M, R) , is differentiable in θ. (3) there exists C 0 , α > 0 such that, for each g, h ∈ C 1 (M, R), we have
where B 1 , B 2 are appropriate Banach spaces. The above properties hold for a wide class of uniformly hyperbolic systems, [1, 5, 2] , yet here, to further simplify the exposition, we assume that M = T 1 and ∂ x f ≥ λ > 1. Then a SRB measure is just a measure absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue and all the above properties are well known with the choices B 1 = C 1 and B 2 = C 0 or B 1 = BV and B 2 = L 1 (see [9] for a fast and elementary exposition).
Remark 1.1. The above properties suffice for the present purposes, but not for the study of the statistical properties of F ε . To this end one needs precise spectral results on the transfer operator. Such results are by now rather standard in the case of expanding maps, but in the higher dimensional uniformly hyperbolic case one might need the more sophisticated technology developed in [5, 6] or [2] to obtain the wanted results.
It follows that the dynamical systems (X, F 0 ) has uncountable many SRB measures: all the measures of the form µ(ϕ) = ϕ(x, θ)m θ (dx)ν(dθ) for an arbitrary measure ν. The ergodic measures are the ones in which ν is a point mass. The system is partially hyperbolic and has a central foliation. Indeed, the f (·, θ) are all topologically conjugate by structural stability of expanding maps [8] . Let h(·, θ) be the map conjugating f (·, 0) with f (·, θ), that is h(f (x, 0), θ) = f (h(x, θ), θ). Thus the foliation W c x = {(h(x, θ), θ)} θ∈S is invariant under F 0 and consists of points that stay, more or less, always at the same distance, hence it is a center foliation. Note however that, since in general h is only a Hölder continuous function (see [8] ) the foliation is very irregular and, typically, not absolutely continuous.
In conclusion, the map F 0 has rather poor statistical properties and quite a strange description as a partially hyperbolic system. It is then not surprising that its perturbations form a very rich universe to explore and already the study of the behavior of the dynamics for times of order ε −1 (a time long enough so that the variable θ has a non trivial evolution, but far too short to investigate the statistical properties of F ε ) is interesting and non trivial. 2 Remark that a slower decay of correlation would suffice, yet let us keep things simple. 3 The exact needed properties for the Banach spaces vary depending on the context. In the present context nothing much is needed. Yet, in general, it could be helpful to have properties that allow to treat automatically multiple correlations: let {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 } ⊂ C 1 , then
Thus, in order to have automatically decay of multiple correlations we need, at least,
, which is false, for example, for the C 1 norm.
Preliminaries and results
Let µ 0 be a probability measure on X. Let us define (x n , θ n ) = F n ε (x, θ), then (x n , θ n ) are random variables 4 if (x 0 , θ 0 ) are distributed according to µ 0 . 5 It is natural to define the polygonalization
Note that Θ ε is a random variable on X with values in C 0 ([0, T ], S). Also, note the time rescaling done so that one expects non trivial paths.
It is often convenient to consider random variables defined directly on the space C 0 ([0, T ], S) rather than X. Let us discuss the set up from such a point of view. The space C 0 ([0, T ], S) endowed with the uniform topology is a separable metric space. We can then view C 0 ([0, T ], S) as a probability space equipped with the Borel σ-algebra. It turns out that such a σ-algebra is the minimal σ-algebra containing the open sets
and open sets U i ⊂ S, [11, Section 1.3] . Since Θ ε can be viewed as a continuous map from
, the measure µ 0 induces naturally a measure P ε on C 0 ([0, T ], S):
, R), we will write E ε (A) for the expectation with respect to
. To continue, a more detailed discussion concerning the initial conditions is called for. Note that not all measures are reasonable as initial conditions. Just think of the possibility to start by a point mass, hence killing any trace of randomness. The best one can reasonably do is to fix the slow variable and leave the randomness only in the fast one. Thus we will consider measures µ 0 of the following type: for each ϕ ∈ C 0 (X, R), µ 0 (ϕ) = ϕ(x, θ 0 )h(x)dx for some θ 0 ∈ S and h ∈ C 1 (M, R + ). Our first problem is to understand lim ε→0 P ε . We will prove the following.
Theorem 2.1. The measures {P ε } have a weak limit P, moreover P is a measure supported on the trajectory determined by the O.D.E.
The above theorem specifies in which sense the random variable Θ ε converges to the average dynamics described by equation (2.2).
The next natural question is how fast the convergence takes place. To this end it is natural to consider the variable
4 Recall that a random variable is a measurable function form a probability space to a measurable space.
5 That is, the probability space is X equipped with the Borel σ-algebra, µ 0 is the probability measure and (xn, θn) are functions of (x, θ) ∈ X. 6 Since we interpolate between closed by points the procedure is uniquely defined in T. 7 Given a measurable map T : X → Y between measurable spaces and a measure P on X, T * P is a measure on Y defined by T * P (A) = P (T −1 (A)) for each measurable set A ⊂ Y .
it is a random variable on X with values in C 0 ([0, T ], R d ) which describes the fluctuations around the average. 8 Let P ε be the path measure describing ζ ε when (x 0 , θ 0 ) are distributed according to the measure µ 0 . That is, P ε = (ζ ε ) * µ 0 . Our second task, and the last in this note, will be to understand the limit behavior of P ε , hence of the fluctuation around the average.
Theorem 2.2. The measures { P ε } have a weak limit P. Moreover, P is the measure of the process defined by the S.D.E.
where dB is the R d dimensional standard Brownian motion and the diffusion coefficient σ is given by
whereω = ω −ω and we have used the notation f θ (x) = f (x, θ). In addition, σ 2 is symmetric and non-negative, hence σ is uniquely defined as symmetric positive definite matrix. Finally, σ is strictly positive, unlessω is a coboundary Remark 2.3. It is interesting to notice that equation (2.3) with σ ≡ 0 is just the equation for the evolution of an infinitesimal displacement of the initial condition, that is the linearised equation along an orbit of the averaged deterministic system. This is rather natural, since in the time scale we are considering the fluctuations around the deterministic trajectory are very small.
Remark 2.4. Note that the condition that insures that the diffusion coefficient σ is non zero can be constructively checked by finding periodic orbits with different averages.
Having stated our goals, let us begin with a first, very simple, result.
Lemma 2.5. The measures {P ε } are tight.
Proof. Note that, for all h > ε,
Thus the measures P ε are all supported on a set of uniformly Lipschitz functions, that is a compact set.
The above means that there exist converging subsequences {P εj }. Our next step is to identify the set of accumulation points.
An obstacle that we face immediately is the impossibility of using some typical probabilistic tools. In particular, conditioning with respect to the past. In fact, 8 Here we are using that S = T d can be lifted to the universal covering R d . 9 In our notation, for any measure µ and vectors v, w, µ(v ⊗w) is a matrix with entries µ(v i w j ). 10 The reader should be aware that we use the notation C # to designate a generic constant (depending only on f and ω) which numerical value can change from one occurrence to the next, even in the same line.
even if the initial condition is random, the dynamics is still deterministic, hence conditioning with respect to the past seems hopeless as it might kill all the randomness at later times.
It is then necessary to devise a systematic way to use the strong dependence on the initial condition (typical of hyperbolic systems) to show that the dynamics, in some sense, forgets the past. One way of doing this effectively is to use standard pairs, introduced in the next section, whereby slightly enlarging our allowed initial conditions. Exactly how this solves the conditioning problem will be explained in Section 4. We will come back to the problem of studying the accumulation points of {P ε } after having settled the above issues.
Standard Pairs
Let us fix δ > 0 small enough, and D > 0 large enough, to be specified later; for c 1 > 0 consider the set of functions
Let us associate to each G ∈ Σ c1 the map G(x) = (x, G(x)) whose image is a curve -the graph of G-which will be called a standard curve. For c 2 > 0 large enough, let us define the set of c 2 -standard probability densities on the standard curve as
A standard pair is given by = (G, ρ) where G ∈ Σ c1 and ρ ∈ D c2 (G). Let L ε be the collection of all standard pairs for a given ε > 0. A standard pair = (G, ρ) induces a probability measure µ on X = T d+1 defined as follows: for any continuous function g on X let
, where A ⊂ N and ν is a probability measure on A; i.e. we associate to each standard pair j a positive weight ν({j}) so that j∈A ν({j}) = 1. For the following we will use also the notation ν j = ν({j}) for each j ∈ A and we will write ∈ L if = j for some j ∈ A. A standard family L naturally induces a probability measure µ L on X defined as follows: for any measurable function g on X let
Let us denote by ∼ the equivalence relation induced by the above correspondence i.e. we let L ∼ L if and only if µ L = µ L .
Proposition 3.1 (Invariance).
There exist δ and D such that, for any c 1 , c 2 sufficiently large, and ε sufficiently small, for any standard family L, the measure F ε * µ L can be decomposed in standard pairs, i.e. there exists a standard family L such that
Proof. For simplicity, let us assume that L is given by a single standard pair ; the general case does require any additional ideas and it is left to the reader. By definition, for any measurable function g:
It is then natural to introduce the map f
provided that ε is small enough (depending on how large is c 1 ). Hence all f G 's are expanding maps, moreover they are invertible if δ has been chosen small enough. In addition, for any sufficiently smooth function A on X, it is trivial to check that, by the definition of standard curve, if ε is small enough (once again depending on c 1 )
By a change of variables we can thus write:
Observe that, by immediate differentiation we obtain, for ϕ j :
Differentiating the definitions of G j and ρ j and using (3.3) yields
and similarly
Using the above equations it is possible to conclude our proof: first of all, using (3.4), the definition ofḠ and equations (3.1) we obtain, for small enough ε:
provided that c 1 is large enough; then:
provided c 1 and D are sufficiently large. Likewise, using (3.1) together with (3.5) we obtain
provided that c 2 is large enough. We have thus proved that (G j , ρ j ) is a standard pair. This concludes our proof: in fact, it suffices to define the family L given by (A, ν,
Then we can rewrite (3.2) as follows:
, where x is distributed according to ρ.
Conditioning
In probability, conditioning is one of the most basic techniques and one would like to use it freely when dealing with random variables. Yet, as already mentioned, conditioning seems unnatural when dealing with deterministic systems. The use of standard pairs provides a very efficient solution to this conundrum. The basic idea being that one can apply repeatedly Proposition 3.1 to obtain at each time a family of standard pairs and the "condition" by specifying to which standard pair the random variable belongs to given times.
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Note that if is a standard pair with G = 0, then it belongs to L ε for all ε > 0. In the following, abusing notations, we will use also to designate a family { ε }, ε ∈ L ε that weakly converges to a standard pair ∈ ε>0 L ε . For every standard pair we let P ε be the induced measure in path space and E ε the associated expectation.
Before continuing, let us recall and state a bit of notation:
. Also we will need the filtration of σ-algebras F t defined as the smallest σ-algebra for which all the functions {Θ(s) : s ≤ t} are measurable. Last, we define the shift τ s :
. Also, it is helpful to keep in mind that, for all A ∈ C 0 (S, R), we have
13 Note that the set of standard pairs does not form a σ-algebra, so to turn the above into a precise statement would be a bit cumbersome. We thus prefer to follow a slightly different strategy, although the substance is unchanged. 14 To be really precise, maybe one should write, e.g., E ε (A • Θ(t + kε)), but we conform to the above more intuitive notation.
Our goal is to compute, in some reasonable way, expectations of Θ(t + s) conditioned to the trajectory for times less than t, notwithstanding the above mentioned problems due to the fact that the dynamics is deterministic. Note that E(A(Θ(t + s)) | F s ) = g is a function of the trajectory from 0 to s. Suppose that g = g(Θ(s)), 15 and, for all y ∈ C 0 , set A(y) = A(Θ(t, y)) − g(Θ(0, y)). We can then write E(A • τ s | F s ) = 0. Thus the problem of conditioning can be restated in such terms and this is the form in which we will deal with it.
The basic fact that we will use is the following. 
Proof. The quantity we want to study can be written as
To simplify our notation, let k i = t i ε −1 and k m+1 = sε −1 . Also, for every standard pair˜ , let L i,˜ denote an arbitrary standard decomposition of (F ki+1−ki ε
where lim ε→0 o(1) = 0. The lemma readily follows.
Lemma 4.1 implies that, calling P an accumulation point of P ε , we have
This solves the conditioning problems thanks to the following 15 This would be always true for a Markov process, which is not the present case. In fact,
while (x k , θ k ) are obviously a Markov process, θ k alone is not. Yet, it is easy to convince oneself that a short history θ k , . . . , θ k+j suffices to determine x k uniquely. Hence our supposition it is not so far off.
16 By E we mean the expectation with respect to P.
Lemma 4.2. Property (4.1) is equivalent to
Proof. If the lemma were not true then there would exist a positive measure set of the form
where the {K i } is a collection of compact sets in S, and t i < s, on which the conditional expectation is strictly positive. For some arbitrary δ > 0, consider open sets
which yields a contradiction by the arbitrariness of δ.
In other words, we have recovered the possibility of conditioning with respect to the past after the limit ε → 0.
Averaging (the Law of Large Numbers)
We are now ready to provide the proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof consists of several steps; we first illustrate the global strategy while momentarily postponing the proof of the single steps.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. As already mentioned we will prove the theorem for a larger class of initial condition: any initial condition determined by a standard pair. Note that for flat standard pairs , i.e. G (x) = θ, we have the class of initial condition assumed in the statement of the Theorem. Given a standard pair let {P ε } be the associate measures in path space (the latter measures being determined, as explained at the beginning of Section 2, by the standard pair and (2.1)). We have already seen in Lemma 2.5 that the set {P ε } is tight. Next we will prove in Lemma 5.1 that, for each A ∈ C 2 (S, R), we have
Accordingly, it is natural to consider the random variables A(t) defined by 
this is the simplest possible version of the Martingale problem. Indeed it implies that, for all θ, A and standard pair such that G (x) = θ,
is a martingale with respect to the measure P θ and the filtration F t (i.e., for each 0
17 Finally we will show in Lemma 5.2 that there is a unique measure that has such a property: the measure supported on the unique solution of equation (2.2). This concludes the proof of the theorem.
In the rest of this section we provide the missing proofs.
Differentiating with respect to time.
Let us start with the proof of (5.1).
where (recall) ω(θ) = m θ (ω(·, θ)) and m θ is the unique SRB measure of f (·, θ).
Proof. We will use the notation of Appendix B. Given a standard pair let ρ = ρ, θ * = µ (θ) and f * (x) = f (x, θ * ). Then, by Lemmata B.1 and B.2, we can write, for n ≤ Cε
Note that T 1ρn = 1 but, unfortunately, ρ BV may be enormous. Thus, we cannot estimate the integral in the above expression by naively using decay of correlations. Yet, equation
19 Accordingly, by 17 We use P θ to designate any measure P with G (x) = θ. 18 By O(ε a n b ) we mean a quantity bounded by C # ε a n b , where C # does not depend on .
the decay of correlations and the C 1 dependence of the invariant measure on θ (see Section 1.2) we have
Accordingly,
Finally, we choose n = ε and set h = εn. We define inductively standard families such that L 0 = { } and for each standard pair i+1 ∈ L i the family L i+1 is a standard decomposition of the measure (F n ε ) * µ i+1 . Thus, setting m = tε 
The lemma follows by taking the limit ε → 0.
The Martingale Problem at work.
First of all let us specify precisely what we mean by Martingale Problem.
Definition 1 (Martingale Problem). Given a Riemannian manifold
, S) and a filtration F t we say that {P y } satisfies the Martingale problem if for each function A ∈ D(L),
LA(x(s))ds is F t -martingale under all P y .
We can now prove the last announced result. Proof. Let Θ be the solution of (5.4) with initial condition y ∈ T d and P y the probability measure in the martingale problem. The idea is to compute
To continue we use Lemma C.1 where, in the first term A(θ) = θ 2 , in the third A(θ) = θ i and the generator in (5.2) is given by LA(θ) = ∇A(θ),ω(θ) .
By the Lipschitz property ofω (let C L be the Lipschitz constant), using Schwartz inequality and integrating we have
which, by Gronwall's inequality, implies that P y ({Θ}) = 1.
A recap of what we have done so far
We have just seen that the Martingale method (in Dolgopyat's version) consists of four steps (1) Identify a suitable class of path measures which allow to handle the conditioning problem (in our case: the one coming form standard pairs) (2) Prove tightness for such measures (in our case: they are supported on uniformly Lipschitz functions) (3) Identify an equation characterizing the accumulation points (in our case:
an ODE) (4) Prove uniqueness of the limit equation in the martingale sense. The beauty of the previous scheme is that it can be easily adapted to a manifold of problems. To convince the reader of this fact we proceed further and apply it to obtain more refined information on the behavior of the system.
Fluctuations (the Central Limit Theorem)
It is possible to study the limit behavior of ζ ε using the strategy summarized in Section 6, even though now the story becomes technically more involved. Let us discuss the situation a bit more in detail. Let P ε be the path measure describing ζ ε when (x 0 , θ 0 ) are distributed according to the standard pair .
20 Note that, P ε = (ζ ε ) * µ . Again, we provide a proof of the claimed results based on some facts that will be proven in later sections. 20 As already explained, here we allow to stand also for a family { ε} which weakly converges to . In particular, this means that Θ is also a random variable, as it depends on the initial condition θ 0 .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First of all, the sequence of measures P ε is tight, this will be proven in Proposition 7.1. Next, we have that
with diffusion coefficient σ 2 given by (2.4). This is proven in Proposition 7.4. We can then use equation (7.1) and Lemma 4.1 followed by Lemma 4.2 to obtain that
is a Martingale under any accumulation point P of the measures P ε with respect to the filtration F t with P({ζ(0) = 0}) = 1. In Proposition 7.6 we will prove that such a problem has a unique solution whereby showing that lim ε→0 P ε = P. Note that the time dependent operator L s is a second order operator, this means that the accumulation points of ζ ε do not satisfy a deterministic equation, but rather a stochastic one. Indeed our last task is to show that P is equal in law to the measure determined by the stochastic differential equation
where B is a standard R d dimensional Brownian motion. Note that the above equation is well defined in force of Lemma 7.5 which shows that the matrix σ 2 is symmetric and strictly positive, hence σ = σ T is well defined. To conclude it suffices to show that the probability measure describing the solution of (7.2) satisfies the Martingale problem.
21 It follows from Itō's calculus, indeed if ζ is the solution of (7.2) and A ∈ C r , then Itō's formula reads
Integrating it from s to t and taking the conditional expectation we have
We have thus seen that the measure determined by (7.2) satisfies the Martingale problem, hence it must agree with P since P is the unique solution of the Martingale problem. 21 We do not prove that such a solution exists as this is a standard result in probability, [13] .
7.1. Tightness.
Proposition 7.1. For every standard pair , the measures { P ε } ε>0 are tight.
Proof. Now the proof of tightness is less obvious since the path have a Lipschitz constant that explodes. Luckily, there exists a convenient criterion for tightness: Kolmogorov criterion [13, Remark A.5].
Theorem 7.2 (Kolmogorov). Given a sequence of measures
for all t, s ∈ [0, T ] and the distribution of x(0) is tight, then {P ε } is tight.
Note that ζ ε (0) = 0. Of course, it is easier to apply the above criteria with β ∈ N. It is reasonable to expect that the fluctuations behave like a Brownian motion, so the variance should be finite. To verify this let us compute first the case β = 2. Note that, settingω(x, θ) = ω(x, θ) −ω(θ),
We start with a basic result.
Lemma 7.3. For each standard pair and k, l ∈ {0, . . . , ε
The proof of the above Lemma is postponed at the end of the section. Let us see how it can be profitably used. Note that, for t = εk, s = εl,
where we have used Lemma 7.3 and the trivial estimate ζ ε ≤ C # ε − 1 2 . If we use the above with s = 0 and define M k = sup j≤k µ (|ζ ε (εj)| 2 ) we have
Thus there exists C > 0 such that, if k ≤ Cε −1 , we have M k ≤ C # εk. Hence, we can substitute such an estimate in (7.4) and obtain
Since the estimate for |t − s| ≤ C # ε is trivial, we have the bound,
This is interesting but, unfortunately, it does not suffice to apply Kolmogorov criteria. The next step could be to compute for β = 3. This has the well known disadvantage of being an odd function of the path, and hence one has to deal with the absolute value. Due to this, it turns out to be more convenient to consider directly the case β = 4. This can be done in complete analogy with the above computation, by first generalizing the result of Lemma 7.3 to higher momenta.
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Doing so we obtain
which concludes the proof of the proposition. For future use let us record that, by equation (7.6) and Young inequality,
We still owe the reader the Proof of Lemma 7.3. The proof starts with a direct computation:
To compute the last correlation, remember Proposition 3.1. We can thus call L j the standard family associated to (F j ε ) * µ and, for r ≥ j, we write
We would like to argue as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 and try to reduce the problem to
but then the mistake that we would make substitutingρ withρ is too big for our current purposes. It is thus necessary to be more subtle. The idea is to write 22 The proof of Lemma 7.3 is such that the needed extension is trivial. 23 To simplify notation we do the computation in the case d = 1, the general case is identical.
24 Note that a, b are uniformly bounded. Next, let us fix L > 0 to be chosen later and assume r − j ≥ L. Since 1,i = (G,ρ i ) are standard pairs, by construction, calling
due to the decay of correlations for the map f * and the fact thatω(·, θ *
2
) is a zero average function for the invariant measure of f * . By the above we have
which yields the result by choosing L = c log(k − j) for c large enough.
7.2.
Differentiating with respect to time (poor man Itō's formula).
Proposition 7.4. For every standard pair and A ∈ C 2 (S, R) we have
Proof. As in Lemma 5.1, the idea is to fix h ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later, and compute
where we have used (7.7). Unfortunately this time the computation is a bit lengthy and rather boring, yet it basically does not contain any new idea, it is just a brute force computation. Let us start computing the last term of (7.8). Setting ζ h (t) = ζ(t + h) − ζ(t)
and
, by equations (7.3) and using the trivial estimate 24 In fact, it would be more convenient to define standard pairs with signed (actually even complex) measures, but let us keep it simple.
Remember that (7.5), (7.7) and (7.6) yield
We can now use Lemma 7.3 together with Schwartz inequality to obtain
Next, we must perform a similar analysis on the first term of equation (7.8) .
To estimate the term in the second line of (7.10) we have to use again (7.3):
To compute the last term in the above equation let L be the standard family generated by at time ε −1 t, then, setting α ε (θ, t) = ∇A(ε
Next, notice that for every r, the signed measure µ 1,r (φ) = µ 1 (α ε (θ 0 , t) r φ) has density ρ 1 α ε (G 1 (x), t) r whose derivative is uniformly bounded in ε, t. We can then write µ 1,r as linear combination of two standard pairs 1,i . Finally, given L ∈ N, ifĵ ≥ L, we can consider the standard families L 1,i generated by 1,i at timeĵ − L and write, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 7.3,
Collecting all the above estimate yields
Lh).
To deal with the second term in the first line of equation (7.10) we argue as before:
Collecting the above computations and remembering (7.3) we obtain
] with C * > 0 large enough. To conclude we must compute the term on the right hand side of the first line of equation (7.9) . Consider first the case |j − k| > L. Suppose k > j, the other case being equal, then, letting L be the standard family generated by at time ε −1 t,
Note that the signed measureμ 1,r,s (g) = µ 1 (B r,s g) has a density with uniformly bounded derivative given byρ 1,r,s = ρ 1 B(x, G 1 (x), t) r,s . Such a density can then be written as a linear combination of standard densitiesρ 1,r,s = α 1, 1,r,s ρ 1, 1,r,s + α 2, 1,r,s ρ 2, 1,r,s with uniformly bounded coefficients α i, 1,r,s . We can then use the same trick at time j and then at time k − L and obtain that the quantity we are interested in can be written as linear combination of quantities of the type
were we argued as in the proof of Lemma 7.3. Thus the total contribution of all such terms is of order
give a total contribution of order L 2 ε while to estimate the other terms it is convenient to proceed as before but stop at the time j − L. Setting k = k − j + L we obtain terms of the form
where
Remembering the smooth dependency of the covariance on the parameter θ (see [9] ), substituting the result of the above computation in (7.9) and then (7.9) and (7.12) in (7.8) we finally have
The proposition follows by summing the h −1 t terms in the interval [0, t] and by choosing L = ε In the previous Lemma the expression σ 2 just stands for a specified matrix, we did not prove that such a matrix is positive definite and hence it has a well defined square root σ, nor we have much understanding of the properties of such a eventual σ. To clarify this is our next task.
Lemma 7.5. The matrices σ 2 (s), s ∈ [0, T ], are symmetric and non negative, hence they have a unique real symmetric square root σ(s). In addition, if, for each v ∈ R d , v,ω is not a smooth coboundary, then there exists c > 0 such that σ(s) ≥ c1.
Which implies that σ(θ) 2 ≥ 0 and since it is symmetric, there exists, unique, σ(θ) symmetric and non-negative. On the other hand if v, σ 2 (θ)v = 0, then, by the decay of correlations and the above equation, we have
is uniformly bounded. Hence there exist a weakly convergent subsequence. Let φ ∈ L 2 be an accumulation point, then for each ϕ ∈ C 1 we have
. In other words v, ω(x, θ) is an L 2 coboundary. By Livshitz Theorem it follows that φ ∈ C 1 .
Uniqueness of the Martingale problem.
We are left with the task of proving the uniqueness of the Martingale problem. Note that in the present case the operator depends explicitly on time. Thus if we want to set the initial condition at a time s = 0 we need to slightly generalize the definition of Martingale problem. To avoid this, for simplicity, here we consider only initial conditions at time zero, which suffice for our purposes. In fact, we will consider only the initial condition ζ(0) = 0, since is the only one we are interested in. We have then the same definition of the Martingale problem as in Definition 1, apart form the fact that L is replaced by L s and y = 0. Since the operators L s are second order operators, we could use well known results. Indeed, there exists a deep theory due do Stroock and Varadhan that establishes the uniqueness of the Martingale problem for a wide class of second order operators, [11] . Yet, our case is especially simple because the coefficients of the higher order part of the differential operator depend only on time and not on ζ. In this case it is possible to modify a simple proof of the uniqueness that works when all the coefficients depend only on time, [11, Lemma 6.1.4] . We provide here the argument for the reader's convenience. Proposition 7.6. The martingale problem associated to the operators L s in Proposition 7.4 has a unique solution.
Proof. As already noticed, L t depends on ζ only via the coefficient of the first order part. It is then natural to try to change measure so that such a dependence is eliminated and we obtain a Martingale problem with respect to an operator with all coefficients depending only on time, then one can conclude arguing as in [11, Lemma 6.1.4] . Such a reduction is routinely done in probability via the Cameron-MartinGirsanov formula. Yet, given the simple situation at hand one can proceed in a much more naive manner. Let S(t) be the semigroup generated by the differential equationṠ (t) = −Dω(Θ(t))S(t)
Note that, setting ς(T ) = det S(t) and B(t) = Dω(Θ(t)), we havė ς(t) = − tr(B(t))ς(t)
The above implies that S(t) is invertible.
Define the map
(t) = S(t)ζ(t) and set P = S * P. Note that the map S is invertible. Finally, we define the operator
where σ(t) 2 = S(t)σ(t) 2 S(t) * . Let us verify that P satisfies the Martingale problem with respect to the operators L t . By Lemma C.1 we have
Thus the claim follows by Lemma C.1 again. Accordingly, if we prove that the above Martingale problem has a unique solution, then P is uniquely determined, which, in turns, determines uniquely P, concluding the proof.
Let us define the function B ∈ C 1 (R 2d , R) by From this follows that the finite dimensional distributions are uniquely determined. Indeed, for each n ∈ N, {λ i } n i=1 and 0 ≤ t 1 < · · · < t n we have where n(τ ) = inf{m | t m ≥ τ }. This concludes the Lemma since it implies that the measure is uniquely determined on the sets that generate the σ-algebra. 
.
Next, we want to estimate to which degree x * k = f k * (Y n (x)) shadows the true trajectory.
Lemma B.1. There exists C > 0 such that, for each k ≤ n < Cε ω(x j , θ j ) + θ 0 thus θ k − θ * ≤ C # εk. Accordingly, let us set ξ k = x * k − x k ; then 
Appendix C. Martingales and operators
Suppose that L t ∈ L(C r (R d , R), C 0 (R d , R)), t ∈ R, is a one parameter family of bounded linear operator that depends continuously on t.
26 Also suppose that P is a measure on C 0 ([0, T ], R d ) and let F t be the σ-algebra generated by the variables {x(s)} s≤t .
27
26 Here C r are thought as Banach spaces, hence consist of bounded functions. A more general setting can be discussed by introducing the concept of local Martingale.
27 At this point the reader is supposed to be familiar with the intended meaning: for all z ∈ C 0 ([0, T ], R d ), x(z, t) = z(t).
Lemma C.1. The two properties below are equivalent:
(1) For all A ∈ C 1 (R d+1 , R), such that, for all t ∈ R, A(t, ·) ∈ C r (R d , R), and for all times s, t ∈ [0, T ], s < t, the function g(t) = E(A(t, x(t)) | F s ) is differentiable and g (t) = E(∂ t A(t, x(t)) + L t A(t, x(t)) | F s ). Next, let us check (2) ⇒ (1). For each h > 0 we have E(A(t + h, x(t + h))−A(t, x(t)) | F s ) = E (∂ t A(t, x(t + h)) | F s ) h + o(h)
Since M is a martingale E (M (t + h) − M (t) | F s ) = 0. The lemma follows by Lebesgue dominated convergence Theorem.
